BIKE SHOP SAFETY PRACTICES - updated 6/9/20

At this time, Bike Clark County Bike Shop is CLOSED to the public- No entry into our facilities is allowed by members of the public. This includes access to our community workbenches and all used parts.

We apologized for the inconvenience and will make a determination to open our shop as soon as possible!

Repair service(s) are offered by walkup to our roll-up door.

We will follow these steps for safety precautions:

1.) Customers will drop their bicycles outside the shop for our employees to collect.

2.) Bikes might be in a multi-day quarantine prior to working on them. Mechanics will assess the best service for the bicycle and call the customer to confirm service needed.

3.) Once repairs are completed the bikes will be disinfected again, customers will be called to arrange pick up.

4.) Mechanics will use gloves at all times while working on bicycles

5.) Physical Distancing must be used in the workplace of at least 6 feet at all times. If, 6 feet social distance cannot be maintain while in the shop or helping customers, a mask is required. This can be a bandana, scarf, neckgator, etc...

6.) If kitchen/employee area is used, all surfaces wiped down with bleach mixture after every use.

7.) Clean AND disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces such as workstations, keyboards, telephones, handrails, phones and doorknobs. Dirty surfaces should be cleaned with soap and water prior to disinfection.

8.) Avoid using other employees’ other work tools and equipment, when possible. If necessary, clean and disinfect them before and after use.

9) Social distancing shall be enforced on sidewalk by having customers stand on "dots". BCC will designate one employee to help customers, one at a time, so as to maintain social distance. This will also help mechanics work more efficiently through the current backlog. A mask is to be worn if 6 feet distance cannot be maintained.